Abstract. In this paper we introduce the project of our PhD thesis. The subject is a model for news articles filtering. We propose a framework combining information about named entities extracted from news articles with article texts. Named entities are enriched with additional attributes crawled from semantic web resources. These properties are then used to enhance the filtering results. We described various ways of a user profile creation, using our model. This should enable news filtering covering any specific user needs. We report on some preliminary experiments and propose a complex experimental environment and different measures.
Introduction
We are flooded with information nowadays. No one is able to keep track of all news articles in the world. Tools enabling us to filter the every day information stream are required.
This paper addresses the problem of news information filtering. We propose a framework, which maintains a complex user profile in order to perform content based news filtering. The user profile is put together not only based on traditional information retrieval techniques. We count also with semantic information hidden behind named entities that can be extracted from the article text. The additional semantic information and traditional information retrieval techniques are put together to form a unified news filtering framework.
Main Contributions
-More detailed articles filtering, not only based on predefined categories. The categorization is determined based on a concrete user feedback. -Model combining textual (unstructured) and semantic information. Rather than representing an article as a bag of words, we represent it as a bag of contained named entities and their properties. -We implemented a prototype of the framework for news filtering based on extracted named entities. -We propose evaluation methods to test our model and scenarios for user experiments.
Related Work
There are two main approaches to news information filtering. To some extent domain independent collaborative filtering was used in [2] and earlier in [3] . However in the case of news filtering, the collaborative filtering has significant drawbacks as described in [1] . This approach tends to recommend generally popular topics at the expense of the more specific ones. Also, it takes some time, before the system learns the preferences on a new article. Contrary, the other approach -content based filtering -is able to recommend a new article practically immediately. Good comparison of content based filtering approaches is given in [4] . Inspirational examples of news filtering using Bayesian classifier are described in [5] [6] [7] . In [6] and [7] , authors distinguish long-term and short-term interest. To learn the long-term interest a Bayesian classifier is used. For the short-term, the nearest neighbour algorithm is used. The articles are transformed to tf-idf vectors and then compared based on a cosine similarity measure.
Another related problem is a recommendation of related articles mentioned in [18] . Articles are recommended not only based on their similarity, but also according to their novelty and coherence. A comparison of various information retrieval techniques for such recommendation is provided in [8] . Used metrics for modelling the relatedness of articles include apart from traditional cosine similarity of term vectors also BM25 [19] and Language Modelling [20] . Here, often one document is used as a query to find related documents. We use different approach in this sense. In our case, the user profile serves as a query to filter relevant incoming articles.
An interesting example of exploitation of semantic information in connection with unstructured text is presented by BBC [9] . In this case, semantic data obtained from DBpedia serve to interlink related articles, through identifying similar topics. The topics are determined based on extracted named entities, mapped to DBpedia ontology. We extend this idea and build a user profile, using the data obtained from semantic web resources.
Proposed Methodology

Articles Processing Pipeline
The articles processing pipeline is shown in Fig. 1 . First, we collect news articles using RSS 1 feeds. Sometimes RSS feeds contain only a fragment of the whole article. In this case, the rest of the article is automatically downloaded from its original web page. We analyse the DOM tree of the web page and locate non-repeating blocks, containing bigger amount of text. We build on heuristics introduced in the work of our colleagues [10] . In downloaded articles, named entities are identified. A ready made tool is used. Currently, we delegate this task to OpenCalais 2 . Apart from named entities themselves, OpenCalais provides often their basic attributes and links to other Linked Data 3 resources containing additional information too. Currently, we evaluate the tool made by our colleagues for annotation of named entities in news articles [22] . Thus users get the possibility to mark additional entities, the system was not able to identify. The annotation tool is currently implemented as a plug-in to a web browser.
Extracted entities and their properties (if available) are used to query additional Linked Data resources (e.g. DBpedia or Freebase). If there are some relevant resources, additional information about extracted entities is crawled.
Articles modelling and user profile creation is cowered in detail in the following Section 5.
User Feedback Collection
In order to build a user profile, we need to collect the user feedback about filtered articles. In the initial learning phase, the user may provide general information about her interests. This is done by providing RSS feeds of news portals, he usually reads. As if she was using an ordinary RSS reader.
This initial setup partially overcomes the cold start problem.
When we talk about user feedback, we mean user rating of the article at the scale from 1 to 5, assuming an explicit user feedback.
Modelling News Articles
To model the content of an article, we distinguish three types of features: SubjectVerb-Object triples (SVO), terms (like in the information retrieval vector model) and named entities together with their properties.
For weighting of terms, we use ordinary tf-idf metric [12] . The results are normalized to range from 0 to 1. In case of SVO triples, we use only the binary measure. Either the triple is present in an article (1) or it is not (0).
In our previous work, we used an adaptation of tf-idf for entities too. Entity identifiers were used instead of terms. The entity frequency (we denote it as ef ) was then counted based on the number of occurrences of the entity in the article.
However, during the course of our experiments, we observed that the idf part disqualifies some popular entities, because they are often mentioned. But the fact, that an entity is often mentioned does not mean it is less important for the user. Often the opposite is true. This problem is the subject of our future experiments. Currently, we tend to omit the idf part and count only with entity frequencies as the weight. The frequency of an entity i in an article j is counted as follows:
In equation 1 e i,j is the number of occurrences of the considered entity in a particular article and the denominator is the sum of the number of occurrences of all entities identified in the document.
We use entities identified during the named entity extraction phase. Additionally, we gather their properties in the crawling phase. The properties of an entity are presented in the form of a predicate object pair. Each such a pair has its own identifier. Weights of properties correspond to frequencies of entities. The weight of property k in the context of an article j is computed as follows:
Where E j,k is the set of entities contained in an article j, having property k. And α is the proportion of the importance of entity properties to the importance of the entity. In following examples, we count with α = 1. Thus properties are equally important as entities.
Additionally, an important feature of an article is its rating, given by each user.
Consider for example following two sentences representing two articles: A1: Google launches a new social site. A2: Microsoft recommends reinstalling Windows. A possible representation of these two articles is denoted in Table 1 , 2 and 3. 
User Profile Creation
With this representation of articles, we may use various machine learning approaches to identify user needs. For some of the algorithms, the described rep- Table 2 . Subject-Verb-Object representation of an article.
Article Google-to-launch-site Microsoft-to-recommend-reinstalling A1 1 0 A2 0 1 
ef1,2 = 0 ef2,2 = 0.5 ef3,2 = 0.5 pf2,1 = 0.5 pf2,2 = 0.5 pf2,3 = 0.5 resentation using numeric feature weights is fine. Some of the algorithms (e.g. apriori) require features (or attributes) to be nominal. To transform the model to suitable representation, we can use binary representation -simply register the presence or absence of a given feature. The other option preserving the semantic of various weights is to discretize weights, using predefined bins (e.g. low, medium, high).
Naive Approach First approach, we were evaluating in our previous work [13] , counted with only two types of user feedback (positive and negative). The user profile was composed of features extracted from articles rated by the user and is divided in two parts: P + (set of features extracted from positively rated articles) and P − (set of features extracted from negatively rated articles). So far, we counted only with entities and omitted SVO triples and terms. The rank of a new article j is then computed as follows:
If the rank is higher than a certain threshold, the article is considered as interesting for the user. This approach worked good for simple profiles. But with more complex user needs, only summing the weights is not flexible.
Apriori Algorithm Apriori algorithm [14] may be applied to articles rated by a user. Having the representation described in Section 5, we can try to find association rules having the user rating of an article on its right side. A user profile is then composed of these rules. Sample rules may look like this: The first rule gives us the information that an article containing information about entity of type Company with the property locatedIn set to USA would the user rate with rating 4 with the confidence of 20%. The second rule reflects SVO triples.
Clustering Interesting results achieved by using centroid based approach to document classification [15] inspired us to consider clustering as another method of creation of a user profile. Clustering may help to identify rather abstract concepts than concrete entities, the user is interested in. Given the model introduced in Section 5, clustering of articles rated by a particular user is performed. K-Means algorithm [16] is used for clustering. The cosine function is used to measure the similarity of vectors (SVO, terms and entities vectors) representing a particular articles.
For each cluster the average rating of articles contained in this cluster is computed. Any new article gets the average rating of the cluster it belongs to. We assign a new article to appropriate cluster separately for each type of features and then combine computed ratings:
The coefficients α, β and γ sum to one.
Formal Concept Analysis Application of formal concept analysis [17] to articles rated by a particular user to a common grade may bring interesting results. We propose to analyse properties of named entities contained in articles in order to identify common concepts. The user profile creation and evaluation composes of following steps:
-Collect articles rated by the user as interesting.
-Identify properties and entities contained in all the collected articles.
-Use the identified concepts to identify new articles, that would be rated on the same grade.
An opened question remains, if the formal concept analysis is not too restrictive in this scenario. In this context application of fuzzy concept lattices [21] may bring interesting results.
Test Data Collection
We intend to test the whole system in three different ways:
-Golden standard -We collect data that represent our golden standard using web browser plug-in to save user ratings of arbitrary articles. Precision and recall metrics as well as F-measure metric and Kendall's tau coefficient are used to evaluate results. -Explicit feedback collection -While using the system and rating recommended articles, users provide an important feedback. It can be used to evaluate results of the system. Same metrics as for golden standard apply. -Implicit feedback collection -Finally, the system may collect the implicit feedback too. One of possible metrics is the really opened (user have clicked on them) to total recommended articles ratio:
Research Progress
We developed and tested a simple form of the proposed model consisting of named entities [13] . The user profile was constructed using the naive approach described in Section 6. Each entity was represented by its ef-idef (entity frequency -inverse document entity frequency) weights. We evaluated its ability to recommend one particular topic. The results were promising. However, the use case was constrained to one particular topic. We used only the extracted entities, without employing their properties. Such a system filters the news accurately, but it is too constrained. We believe, the use of entity properties may add the necessary generalization of extracted concepts. We implemented a framework to collect news articles, to identify named entities using OpenCalais and to crawl additional information about identified entities from semantic web resources. For crawling of semantic web resources, we use LDSpider [11] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the idea of news information filtering, using not only the text of news articles, but also information hidden behind named entities. We introduced the unified model of articles for news filtering. We believe, our approach can be combined with current information retrieval methods and improve their results. In Section 6 we described our plan of future work and named various approaches to user profile creation, using the proposed model. Several evaluation methods were described.
